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Do you think pregnant workers should have to quit their jobs because they occasionally 
need an extra bathroom break? Or because their doctor advised against heavy li=ing? Or 
because they might occasionally need a stool to sit on? If so, you’ll be happy to know 
Tom Tillis recently blocked the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act (PWFA). 

PWFA requires employers to “make reasonable accommodaKons to the known 
limitaKons related to the pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condiKons of a 
qualified employee, unless…[it] would impose an undue hardship on the operaKon of 
the business.” 

It was introduced in the Senate with seven Republican co-sponsors, including Sen. Bill 
Cassidy (R-LA), a longKme pracKcing physician. “We need to care for and enable all 
Americans,” Cassidy said. “This is a double purpose for those pregnant. They contribute 
to our today and carry our future. This legislaKon is therefore a commitment to our 
present and our tomorrow as it cares for women who are pregnant and sKll working.” 

Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AL) said: “many women are sKll denied the basic, commonsense 
accommodaKons they need at work to ensure a healthy pregnancy and a healthy baby.” 

PWFA is supported by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the 
NaKonal Retail FederaKon, the AFL-CIO, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. It passed 
the Health, EducaKon, Labor and Pensions Commi^ee by a 19-2 vote. It passed the full 
House 315-101, including 99 Republican votes. It would easily pass the Senate if only a 
vote were allowed. 

Tillis blocked the Senate from even voKng on PWFA, bizarrely claiming it would provide 
women with “leave to obtain aborKons on demand, under the guise of pregnancy-
related condiKons.” Just the opposite is true. PWFA promotes healthy pregnancies and 
healthy babies. Tillis’ opposiKon cruelly forces women to choose between their job and 
motherhood, foolishly and perversely making it harder for women to carry their 
pregnancies to term.  

Shelley Allen 
Holden Beach
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